
HODL is a social blockchain game that allows players to own hotel rooms,

host and visit parties, and collect and display their NFTs. The game

includes play to earn rewards mechanisms that pay you $HODL coins to

play. We call it "Party to Earn!“ You can also earn rare NFTs through mini-

games. HODL is no purchase necessary to play but the game can be

enhanced by spending $HODL coins. The game will be available to play on

desktop only at hodlhotel.net, with a mobile version coming in the future.

WHAT IS HODL HOTEL?

In HODL, you get paid to party! All rewards are paid

in our utility token, $HODL. If you own a hotel

room, you can host a party and earn for every

guest that shows up. As a guest, special non-

player characters like Santa Claus or Richie Rich

can show up to your party and make it rain!

THE FIRST 
“PARTY 2 EARN” 
BLOCKCHAIN GAME!

$HODL is available on the BSC network with an ETH bridge

coming soon. P2E rewards are paid on the BSC side to limit

gas fees. $HODL tokens can be earned or purchased with

BNB or ETH. Players can spend their $HODL in-game or

swap it back to BNB or ETH to realize their earnings. All NFT

and hotel room sales are done in ETH with some of the

proceeds being used to buyback $HODL to stabilize the price.

POWERED BY THE 
$HODL UTILITY TOKEN
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NFT packs can be purchased on hodlhotel.net. Packs will cost

approximately $20 in ETH. Each pack contains three NFTs with

two commons and an uncommon / rare / super rare / or

legendary NFT. Common NFTs have an unlimited supply,

uncommon NFTs are numbered to 10k, rare NFTs are numbered

to 1k, super rare NFTs to 100, and legendary NFTs are 1/1.

OPEN NFT PACKS
AND KEEP AN EYE OUT 
FOR LEGENDARY 1/1 NFTS!

There are many free mini games in HODL to play

with NFT prizes. Mini games are built into other

NFTs like the arcade machine NFT or available in

common areas like the bowling alley.

WIN RARE NFTS 
IN MINI GAMES!

Yi Long Ma, the famous Elon Musk doppelgänger from China

has joined the HODL team as an official brand ambassador. Yi

Long Will be featured in HODL promotional content and be

integrated into the game.

YI LONG MA
HODL BRAND AMBASSADOR

Players own real estate in HODL by purchasing

hotel rooms. You can purchase a new hotel room

on our website when a new in-game HODL Hotel

location opens or you can try to get one on Open

Sea! Once you own a hotel room, you can make it

public and guests can start to attend your party!

The larger your hotel room, the bigger the party

you can throw and the more $HODL you can earn!

OWN METAVERSE LAND!
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